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Saranac | Saarinen Sofa
$1,763.00

Description

Saranac | Saarinen Sofa
Through his use of modern moldable materials and luxe textiles, Saarinen was able to
produce artful seating with a sculptural quality that stands as a testament to the mid-
century design era. To that end, he collaborated and consulted with some of the most lauded
furniture designers of the period.

Some design experts of the period say the lines and shapes of Saarinen's architectural
structures were echoed in his furniture designs. With his Saarinen Sofa, the shape of some of
his architectural endeavors is evident.

Features & Benefits
• Enveloping design and plump cushion seat offer hours of seated comfort.
• High-quality steel rods are highly polished in chrome creating legs that are at once sturdy
and stunning.
• Includes separate seat and seat back cushion, constructed of polyester fiber with foam
core
• Modern lines and organic form allow the sofa to meld across many styles including
contemporary, minimalist, traditional, eclectic, mid-century and more.
• Placed in the waiting room or reception area this sofa will command respect with its mid-
century nuances and purposeful persona.

Paying Homage

Our take on this treasured sofa provides all the best features and options to suit each user
and their space. With that in mind, we've curated the most reliable and helpful information
available to assist you in determining the right sofa options for you. We take into
consideration a plethora of factors from most valuable features to best uses.

Versatile Style

While the Saarinen Sofa reflects a wholly modern style with timeless elements, the most well-
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known interior designers and discerning home-owners find it melds beautifully across all
decor styles. The sofa's timeless style finds it placed in public and personal spaces whether
contemporary or traditional leaning. Most at home in modern or minimalist surroundings, the
sofa becomes more an element of comfort than conformity.

Color Options

Whether going for a vibrant look or comforting neutral pallet, the Saarinen Sofa comes in just
the right hue for you. Our neutrals and standards include all the usual suspects such as
black, white, grey and several beige tones. While vibrant colors stand out in red, orange, blue
green, green, purple and more. No matter how it's dressed, this sofa will be right at home in
any color chosen.

Attainable Design

This famous look sofa allows you to own and enjoy a classic modern icon without foregoing
quality. We understand not everyone has ample means by which to attain such a piece. With
that in mind, we offer our masterful Saarinen Sofa made with high quality materials and
careful craftsmanship at a modest price point. Among other such seating, the materials and
expertise used to create our products are top quality.

About the Designer

With his positive, forward-thinking outlook famed architect and modernist Eero Saarinen
created iconic furniture designs to solve everyday problems during his highly lauded career
from the early 1930s through early 60s. He sought to elevate one's existence through
architecture and design with great award-winning success. Along with his acclaimed Tulip
Table, Saarinen created many instantly-recognizable furniture designs from the Womb Chair
to the Saarinen Executive Chair collection. His furniture has become a featured element in
many modern homes today.

Special Care Instructions

To clean, avoid use of harsh acidic or abrasive cleaning solutions. For cleaning and
maintenance of wood, use a soft dry cloth to dust if needed. For spills, use a damp soapy
sponge or cloth. Consult the manufacturer warranty and cleaning instructions for care of
upholstery.

Additional Information

SKU S125231

Dimensions
69" x 38" x 37"
Seat Height: 16"
Arm Height: 20.5"

Inspired by Designer Eero Saarinen

Designer Brand Saarinen

Type Reproduction

Style Mid-Century Modern
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